NEW OPPORTUNITIES FOR
UA SOFTWARE CREATORS

A DISCUSSION WITH LATHROP GPM

SOFTWARE PATENTING
Software is patentable in the United States, and recent decisions from the Federal Circuit are providing new opportunities that haven't existed in the industry for years.

Join us to learn about new approaches to patenting algorithms and software.

CURTIS A. VOCK
Curtis Vock joined Lathrop GPM in 2000 and is the Partner in Charge of the Boulder office. His practice involves IP strategy, intellectual property prosecution and litigation, licensing and corporate counseling. His clients range from start-ups to Fortune 500 companies and universities.

DOUGLAS W. LINK
Doug obtains intellectual property for his clients, particularly electrical and software-related patents, including data analytics, quantum computing, IoT devices, antenna communication technologies, and more. Doug has focused on work related to software patents, and overcoming the “Alice” test related to subject matter eligibility.

LEWIS HUMPHREYS
As Tech Launch Arizona Senior Licensing Manager for Software and IT and Eller College Embed, Lewis advises faculty on copyright, trademark and patent strategies and manages the licensing of University of Arizona intellectual property.

JOIN THE CONVERSATION
May 21, Noon - 1:00pm
Register Here:
https://newoppsforswcreators.eventbrite.com

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT:
Aileen Dingus
Marketing & Events Coordinator
AileenD@tla.arizona.edu
520-626-4606
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